Section plan of the proposed Student Union.

By Jason Fane

Reaffirm Red Stand

Russians Meet Pi Lams After Kresge

By Mike Jahnlow

Discus Disarmament

Ruthie Clan, considerer of the Soviet Mission to the United Nations, and Peter Malemisher, first secretary of the UN Soviet mission, visited the Pi Lambda Phi fraternity house for an information booth combined with the Technology Community Association ticket office.

By Mike Jahnlow

Discussion of the problems of disarmament was described by Mr. Timerbaev, a specialist on disarmament problems, emphasized the need to consider the political and social functions of arms. He suggested that the Red Chinese use of Russian MIG planes was inconsistent and as complicated technically as possible. He pointed out that armament on the one hand, and the Chinese-Indian border discussion Thursday, April 19, was to hold a symposium on the proposed Student Union.
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